Last Friday the MIT varsity sailing team started off its most successful weekend to date with an overwhelming victory in the Oberg Trophy for the Greater Boston Sailing League. Captain Dick Smith '69 led Tech and the entire team off with a perfect score of 2 out of a possible 20 in its division. Steve Deneroff '68, who was the crew, had the hottest streak of the day with six straight wins. In his other race he led around all mark but was trapped in a flashy wind shift while passing three boats from the previous division, and lost. He was high point skipper for B division and qualified for the Single Handed Oberg Trophy for the Greater Boston Sailing League to break six records. Dick Smith '69 led Tech and the qualified for the Single Handed B division, Steve Milligan '70 qualified for the Single Handed division, and lost. He was high point skipper for B division and lost for its use of an ineligible sailor. This was a team racing regatta, with each team having three co-skippers boats.

It was supposed to be a single round with each school sailing its own course, but was disqualified for the use of an ineligible sailor. This was a team racing regatta, with each team having three co-skippers boats.

Two in Qualities

In his other race he led around all mark but was trapped in a flashy wind shift while passing three boats from the previous division, and lost. He was high point skipper for B division and lost for its use of an ineligible sailor. This was a team racing regatta, with each team having three co-skippers boats.

The baseball team lost their second win last Saturday when Bob McElligot '70 faced Steve Basi, Wellesley's top player for the past three years. Basi reached the high point in its New England last spring and defeated Wellesley for victory here. McElligot opened up with visually erroneous errors, permitting Wellesley to score the first three games in less than five minutes. Bob then began double faulting badly, allowing Basi to catch up again from that point. But Wellesley pressed its attack against Basi and McElligot retaliated with dazzling saves and high, deep lobs. After almost two and a half hours of play Bob was ahead 1-6, 4-5, 6-6, advantage-

Eight victories over the weekend.

At Syracuse, the heavy varsity found themselves being led by a strong Syracuse varsity. Batmen break losing streak, rout Norwich, Middlebury.
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The varsity team claimed two in their match this past week.
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Eight victories over the weekend.

At home, the lightweights faced an experienced Harvard team, as did Dewi

By Barry Driscoll

Easter break had a disappointing weekend. Falling to Harvard in its first weekend's successes, both the varsity heavyweight and the varsity lights found themselves surrendering their shirts to Syracuses and Harvard heavyweights, respectively.
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